






ABSTRACT

With the rapid development of biotechnology, agriculture has moved from a

resource-based to a science-based industry. It joins ranks with the most

sophisticated of biological science in using molecular and cell culture

techniques. Indeed, plant breeding has been dramatically broadened by the

introduction of genetic engineering techniques based on knowledge of gene

structure and function that promise to yield a new generation of plants of

almost desirable traits. Biotechnology has taken us from the era hybrid plants

to the era of transgenic plants. Transformation of plants, with single gene

seems to be almost unlimited in regard to species. Although there are still

many problems to solve in the transformation method and the regeneration of

transformed cell and tissue. Genetic marker genes are very important

materials to improve the techniques of genetic manipulation. Most of the

genes have been developed by radiations. The marker genes should be

powerful dominant and easily detectable marker to provide useful mutants for

plant breeders.

For the selection of useful genetic marker genes in relation to the genetic

manipulation of plants, specific variants to environmental stress, pest or insect

resistance, herbicide resistance and nutritional mutants should be selected by

the techniques of in vitro mutagenesis. This review paper was dealt with the

recent progress of genetic engineering techniques and prospect of gene

manipulation. Especially the selection of new genetic marker gene was

reviewed by using plant cell and tissue culture combined with radiation

mutation induction.
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